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Pleasant Hill, a small Cumberland Plateau community, is located eleven miles west
of Crossville, the seat of government of Cumberland County. Pioneer Hall, the
oldest Pleasant Hill Academy building, stands in the center of the town on the old
Crossville-Sparta Road.
The three-story, rectangular frame building, which was designed by Rev. Benjamin
Dodge, measures fifty-six feet long and thirty feet wide. (The original design
called for the building to be thirty-six feet long but its length was extended by
twenty-feet before it was completed; a shed roof covers this section.) It has a
stone foundation and a full basement. The weatherboarded building is surmounted by
a Mansard roof which was originally covered with hand-shaved, white oak shingles
coated with crude petroleum and painted with mineral paint. When completed in 1889,
a hipped section rose above the Mansard in the northeastern half of the roof, and
this was topped with a rectangular, balustraded widow's walk. These elements were
removed during a ca. 1920 renovation and replaced with a shallow gable section. At
that time a large single chimney on the southeast elevation supplanted the four
internal stacks; these chimneys remain just under the present composition shingleclad roof.
A large gable dormer with paired four-over-four light windows delineates the center
bay of the three-bay facade (northeast elevation); this element is flanked by shed
dormers with six-over-six light windows. (The remaining windows of the facade
duplicate those found in the gable dormer.) Prior to ca. 1920 the center bay of
this elevation had a^small balcony with a balustrade and supported by simple
diagonal braces;-a diminutive gabled stoop, shelters the entrance of the present
building. Sidelights and a headlight surround the single-leaf door. The builder
used a brace and bit and keyhole saw to decorate the pediment of the gable dormer,
Mansard edge trim, cornice, and window lintels; holes drilled partially or completely
through the boards and^-occasionally joined with saw cuts-create'a^variety of unusual
and decorative patterns. The same fenestration configuration appears on the fivebay .northwest and southeast elevations. All of the dormers on-these walls and the
three-bay southwest elevation are shed dormers.
The plan of the first floor is irregular; the rooms, which once included a lobby,
school office, principal's office, and storerooms, cluster around a staircase
located in the approximate center of this level. A longitudinal central hall bisects
the second and third floors; the stairs rise in the center of the halls. Students'
rooms lined both sides of the central hall. The attic is unfinished and useful
only as storage space. Throughout, the twenty-four room interior has beaded-board
walls and ceilings and narrow board floors.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Pioneer Hall, the only remaining, unaltered Pleasant Hill Academy building, is representative of an era in the educational history of the state which, until it was recently
revived, had largely vanished—the private academy system. During the years immediately
following the Civil War, Cumberland County, like many other counties in the state, had
no free public schools; subscription schools operated, but access to these was limited
by the ability of the student's family to pay the tuition costs. The American Missionary
Association recognized the plight of the plateau residents and sent a teacher to Pleasant
Hill in 1884. Pleasant Hill Academy was founded shortly thereafter, and by 1887 classes
were being held in the new Academy Building.
The second school building, Pioneer Hall, was begun in 1887 and completed eighteen months
later. Benjamin Dodge (1818-1897), a Maine-born Congregationalist minister, donated the
land, designed the building, solicited the necessary funds, and supervised the construction of the dormitory. Until housing for the female students could be built, Pioneer
Hall served as a co-ed dormitory—a novelty in the nineteenth century. Stylistically,
Pioneer Hall would not attract attention,;in 8ev«, Dodgers native.New England; however,
in Tennessee very few such buildings—particularly: those, with, widow1 srwalks-rwere
erected, and fewer still have survived.
The American Missionary Association in general, and Pleasant Hill Academy in particular,
contributed considerably: more to the Cumberland Plateau region•» than -uplifting-, the r
educational level of the residents. The school helped to improve the quality of life
of these isolated,mountain folk by providing their initial educational experiences. The
academy closed its doors in 1947 when the county school system assumed the responsibility
for teaching the children of Pleasant Hill. Among the alumni of Pleasant Hill Academy
are numerous teachers, librarians, school administrators, attorneys, physicians, ministers,
and businessmen, mos,t of whom continue to live and work in Cumberland and the surrounding
counties.
The Pleasant Hill Historical Society of the Cumberlands has expressed a keen interest in
the preservation and restoration of Pioneer Hall. This organization is comprised of many
of the academy's former students. The building is now used as a thrift shop and for
other community activities. Although some minor alterations were made during the more
than ninety years of the building's existence, it remains structurally sound and in
relatively good condition.
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